Tips for Using the Ring

1. Set a reminder to replace the ring each month.
   - Reminders could be on your phone, diary, or a note in a place you look each day, like on a mirror.
   - Set reminders to request more rings from your provider. You can also use your phone to keep notes about things you want to tell your health care provider.

2. Join or start a ring support group with friends.
   You’re not the only one using the ring. Connect with other girls and young women so you can support each other. Some support groups meet in person, others use social media or virtual chat groups.

3. Store your back-up rings in a dry, cool place away from children and animals.
   Make sure you choose a safe, private spot, away from small children and animals. The location should be dry and not in direct sun. Some women like to hide or carry their rings in a small change purse or toiletry bag for more privacy. It’s best to store unused rings in their original foil packaging unopened, to keep them clean.

4. Keep back-up rings.
   It is always good to have a back-up supply in case the ring comes out in an unhygienic place or comes out without you noticing. Check with your health care provider to see if you can receive more than one ring at a time.

5. Use your fingers to adjust it.

6. Get comfortable with inserting and removing the ring so that you can do it on your own.
   The ring is designed to be easy to insert and remove. You can learn to feel confident in doing this yourself in case the ring falls out or has to be replaced when you are not near your health care provider. Practice on your own. It is easy! And if you have questions ask your health care provider.

7. Use clean hands when inserting and removing the ring.
   Always have clean hands when inserting anything in the vagina to avoid introducing harmful bacteria. If the ring falls out in a clean place such a bed or underwear, rinse with water before reinserting. If the ring has been somewhere dirty, such as a toilet/latrine, replace it with a new ring.

8. Never share your used or unused ring with others.
   Everyone should see their health care provider to get their own rings.